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HEALTHCARE

Scalable and agile coding operations for leading 
healthcare payer result in US$127 million  
business impact

Starting from a few focused initiatives, Genpact and the client have forged a long, successful partnership. The relationship expanded to 

encompass multiple processes – more than 30 over six years. Our resulting deep understanding of the client’s operations has helped us 

provide quickly ramped up business process and decision support for critical areas e.g. coding, fraud detection and quality assurance. 

Fast, disruption free ramp up and high quality delivery 
helped develop a strong partnership in clinical coding 

• In the pilot for clinical processes, the team focused on high-end analytics showing 

missed saving opportunities. This helped develop strong business case 

• To build domain expertise, and ensure disruption free transition, key people with 

10-20 years’ experience in medical processes and coding were hired

• Transition teams adopted a blended approach featuring onsite knowledge transfers 

for highly complex processes

• The resource pool was expanded to include more than 50 CPC® certified coders

Business impact 

The value accumulated over the years have exceeded the initial direct labor costs 

savings business case 

• Total savings of $127 million with more than $33 million in cost arbitrage savings

• $66 million saved by detecting cost out opportunities

• $54 million through operations improvement across claims, eligibility, and 

membership management

• $13 million in productivity gains over a three-year period

Client
A U.S.-based health data provider, which is 
also a division of a major healthcare payer 

Industry
Healthcare

Business need addressed
Maintain leadership position in fast-
changing industry with comprehensive 
improvements in business processes such 
as claims processing, fraud detection, and 
quality assurance

Genpact solution
Applying domain expertise and Six Sigma 
discipline to clinical coding, we helped 
develop scalable, agile operations and realize 
substantial savings

Business impact
•	 Growth	and	scalability
•	 Adaptation	and	flexibility
•	 Access	to	talent

The relationship continues to grow, and counts more than 400 Full Time Employees spanning more than 30 diverse processes. The client’s 

trust in the stability of our operations has allowed the client to focus on maintaining its market leader position. 

•	 New	employees	were	trained	on	customer	organization,	industry,	and	product	
overviews	using	a	purpose-built	basic	healthcare	orientation	module
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